2121 East 6th Street #203
Austin, TX 78702

A. Questions Concerning MileStone’s “The Grove at Shoal Creek” PUD Application

1. Why is the “Signature Park” zoned for residential, commercial, and retail development rather than
as park land?
The approximate location of the park is designated on the land plan. However, we have not completed final
site planning and engineering for the project and thus do not know the precise alignment of roads and
boundary of buildings. For that reason, we do not want to create a tract with a hard boundary that prevents
these uses that will be adjacent to the park and run into situations where a use or building will not be
properly placed on the site because a boundary was not drawn in the exact right location. The land plan
commits The Grove to placing a park in the committed location without defining exact boundaries at this
premature stage.

2. Who will own and maintain the park, and what assurances are there that it will remain a publicly
accessible park?
It is ARG Bull Creek’s desire to maintain ownership of the parks and provide a permanent restrictive
covenant and access easement to ensure public accessibility and park use in perpetuity. We are currently in
discussions with the city’s Parks and Recreation Department regarding the nature of this agreement. It is
possible that some or all of the parks will be publicly dedicated and The Grove will retain the obligation to
perpetually maintain the parks. Under either scenario, the result is the same: the parks will be permanently
public and maintained by The Grove.

3. On tract B, where will the 75’ high buildings be located?
The intent of the allowance for 75’ height is to provide for architectural flexibility in key areas so that an
architecturally prominent element of a building, or buildings, can extend above the fifth floor. The exact
locations of these features has not yet been determined. In accordance with compatibility standards,
however, a 75-foot tall element will not be within 360’ of an existing single family residence.

4. In reference to MileStone’s Updated Conceptual Master Plan diagram, what does MileStone intend
to build above the red-shaded retail buildings (including the grocery store), and how many floors
are planned?
Office and residential uses will be located above the retail. The plan is currently for office space to occur
north of the retail street and residential units to occur south of the retail street, though some residential units
could also occur on the north side. The office buildings would typically be 4-5 floors total. The grocery
building would be 2-3 floors total subject to compatibility standards (1-2 floors of office over grocery). The
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residential would primarily be 5 floors total (all 5 residential in some locations, 4 residential over 1 retail in
others).

5. In presentations, MileStone shows residential across from Oakmont Heights, but in the Land Use
Plan (LUP), a number of uses are listed on Tract D, including business offices, financial services,
medical offices, pet services, primary and secondary education facilities, etc. What does MileStone
intend to place on Tract D? Where will the parking for these uses be located?
The non-residential uses in Tract D are permitted as live-work units only. No dedicated non-residential uses
are allowed in Tract D. A limited number of live-work units may be developed in this tract. If so, parking
would be internal to the development.

6. Why is Tract A not fully extended to the corner of 45th and Bull Creek Road? The extremely
congested intersection, coupled with challenging geometry, is inappropriate for commercial or retail
directly adjacent to and across from single family homes.
As noted, the intersection of 45th and Bull Creek Road is a busy intersection and thus not the most
appropriate location for residential uses. We believe a specialty non-residential use in this location can
serve as an architecturally unique signature building to introduce the project. The exact use of this building
has not been determined and we are willing to engage with the neighborhood on appropriate uses here (for
instance, one resident suggested a co-working type office space that could serve the many nearby residents
who work part- or full-time from home).

7. The LUP lists a number of uses on Tract B, including auto sales and rentals, exterminating
services, hospital and safety services, just to name a few. How does MileStone see these uses
fitting in with the BCRC survey results stating residents want residential with small local businesses
similar to Duval and 43rd, and with the BCRC design principles?
The list of uses allowable in Tract B is a substantially reduced from the list of uses allowed under a typical
GR-MU zoning category (the most comparable zoning category for the City). We would appreciate any
feedback from the neighborhood on which uses they do not see as appropriate here.

8. The LUP includes 400-bed congregate living facility on Tract C, which will necessitate a building
size similar to the Post West Austin Apartments. How close to existing single-family homes does
MileStone intend to place this large building, and how many floors will it have? How much of Tract
C will be used for single-family, townhomes, and condos?
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The congregate living facility in the Conceptual Master Plan is shown on Tract B, not Tract C. The location is
approximately 300’ from the nearest single family home and is directly across from an identical use. The
existing congregate care facility in the neighborhood by contrast is directly across the street from existing
single family homes. If a congregate care facility were located on Tract C, it would be required to meet the
site development regulations associated with Tract C including a 40’ height limit, which would limit the
facility to 3 stories maximum.

9. MileStone is requesting some 225,000 square feet of office space. Does this include all the
combined office space mentioned as land uses on Tracts B, D, F, and G, or only on Tract B?
The 225,000 square foot maximum for office space that the developer has committed to represents the
cumulative maximum of office space for the entire site. This is a maximum allowable and actual office space
could be substantially less depending on market conditions at the time of development.

10. Please provide a breakdown of the number of residential units, and the square footage of retail and
office for the MileStone conceptual land use plan.
We are currently in the process of updating our Traffic Impact Analysis to more accurately reflect the
proposed mix of land uses in the current Conceptual Master Plan, which continues to be subject to change.
Those uses are as follows:
a. Detached Residential Units
110
b. Apartments
600
c. Condo/Townhome
425
d. Congregate Care Facility
600 beds
e. Office
200,000 SF
f. Medical Office
25,000 SF
(225,000 total SF Office)
g. Health/Fitness Club
7,500 SF
h. Specialty Retail Center
55,000 SF
i. Supermarket
35,000 SF
j. Pharmacy / Drugstore
8,500 SF
k. Walk-in Bank
3,000 SF
l. Drinking Place
8,000 SF
m. Quality Restaurant
15,000 SF
n. High Turnover Restaurant
9,000 SF
o. Coffee Shop
2,000 SF
(143,000 total SF retail)
B. Questions Concerning MileStone’s Proposed Code Modifictaions
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1. What is the intent of requesting that a parking level not be considered a “story” (item #2)?
Parking garages typically have lower floor-to-floor heights than buildings. Therefore, a 6-story parking
garage is often shorter in height than the 5-story building wrapped around it. This allows a 6th floor to be
added to parking garages in these instances. As noted on the Conceptual Master Plan, these garages will
be wrapped in equally tall buildings so this will have essentially no visual impact on the surrounding uses.

2. Why is MileStone requesting height waivers from compatibility to existing SF (items #4 and #6)?
We are withdrawing #4. Number 6 is modified to be applicable to Tract B only.

3. Please explain the request “to provide for a zero foot front setback along Bull Creek Road” (item
#5), particularly since MileStone has spoken at length about an open space trail along Bull Creek
Road that will include wide sidewalks and greenery.
We are withdrawing this waiver request.

4. Will the outdoor seating area for restaurants be on decks under the dripline of heritage oaks (item
#7)?
While item 7 does not specifically speak to this, it is likely that deck seating will be provided in the dripline of
existing oak trees. No code modifications have been requested for this, so the developer will be required to
work closely with the City arborist to design and construct these decks. There are examples of similar decks
at The Domain that use structural steel members to bridge the sensitive areas of trees without requiring
footings in the most sensitive areas of the root zone.
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5. Please explain where the alleys are located that MileStone proposes to use as off-street loading
and unloading (item #8), and why alleys are not required as fire lanes.
The determination of which alleys will and will not be required as fire lanes will be made at site plan.
Generally, this would potentially apply to an alley located behind commercial uses and would be intended to
keep these operations out of sight. The design guidelines will clearly prevent loading areas from being
unscreened and visible from adjacent properties.

6. Please explain why MileStone wants to waive Code requirement in 25-4-171 for lots to front on
private streets (item #10).
The Grove’s internal street network will be privately maintained, but permanently publicly accessible through
easements. This waiver would allow for a single lot or phase to exist internal to the site without frontage on
Bull Creek Road if the lot has frontage on one of these private streets. This will also avoid the creation of
awkward and arbitrary “flag lots.”

7. Why is MileStone requesting that the developer’s own street design standards be used rather than
those in Code (item #12)? How do they differ?
Many of the City’s street design standards were developed decades ago when street design priorities
centered more on efficient movement of cars and less on a high quality multi-modal experience. Thus many
of these street standards are excessively wide with over-sized radii at corners that lead to higher speeds
and lower pedestrian friendliness. The Grove is proposing street standards similar to those at Mueller, with
narrower drive lanes, ample on-street parking, etc.

8. Why does MileStone request that the entire Subchapter E Standards for superior development be
waived in favor of MileStone’s own project design guidelines (item #13)? What are MileStone’s
project design guidelines?
The project design guidelines are still in development and will be released soon. The City’s Subchapter E
standards, while well-intentioned, are cumbersome and often lead to inferior design results. The proposed
design guidelines will ensure that the project meets and exceeds the intent of Subchapter E, but do so in a
way the provides some freedom for design variation and expression.
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9. Why does MileStone request exemption form parkland requirements (item #14) even though
MileStone requests that “park space” be zoned for commercial and retail? Similarly, why should the
City modify the definition of “open space” to include public plazas and water drainage, detention
and filtration areas (item #18)?
This request is intended for simplicity. Parkland is typically dedicated at the subdivision stage. However, we
will be making parkland commitments at the zoning stage. The intent of this modification was to establish
that the commitments made at zoning, which will exceed parkland dedication requirements, supersede
those requirements and thus remove a step from the site planning process. The open space modification is
really a clarification as the Planned Unit Development code is not clear on the definition of open space. The
Grove will, however, substantially exceed the PUD ordinances open space requirements for Tier 1 and Tier
2 under any reasonable definition.

10. Which heritage pecan trees is MileStone proposing to remove, and how does MileStone define
“lower quality” (item #15)?
We have reviewed all of the pecan trees on site with our arborist and the City arborist. Many of them are
rated as “hazardous” and are thus not considered heritage trees. The rest of the pecan trees are rated as
poor health, near hazardous by our arborist. The poor condition of these pecan trees is partially due to the
generally poor fate of pecan trees in upland locations during the recent droughts, but mostly due to the fact
that these are undesirable varieties that develop low-branching patterns that lead over time to the
hazardous form many exhibit today, prone to breakage and collapse. Any of these pecan trees may be
removed under this request.

11. Why should the City exempt this project from impervious cover code requirements (item #17) when
protecting Shoal Creek and areas prone to flooding along Shoal Creek are such vital community
values?
This modification would not allow additional impervious cover on the site, it would only allow for some
flexibility on how site plan boundaries are drawn. The overall site will function as a single watershed and
thus this modification will not negatively impact flooding. The Grove will, overall, have a maximum
impervious cover of 65%.
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